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Facilitative Leadership 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You‘re going to get some a very practical tool to help you lead teams, staff, volunteers in a way that solutions are created, understood and accepted by the people impacted. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are countless books to make meetings better, why? Because they typically stink…not effective, not efficient, not led well, participants don’t feel valued, too long, too short…the list goes on. 



universal symbol for 
exhausted 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Anyone ever been here? Anyone led a meeting or training and their participants where here? Not a good feeling for anyone involved. 



Outcomes 
By the end of this time, participants will have:  
 
• Learned a systematic approach to planning and 

leading effective meetings and trainings 
• Reviewed a specific meeting plan that utilized this 

approach 
• Started to think about an upcoming meeting or 

training with this approach in mind 
• Shared questions, experiences, and takeaways 

 

   
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this hour, this is what I hope you experience and gain. Is there anything else someone hopes to get out of this session? Is this what you were expecting? 



Building Blocks 

Outcomes 
Agenda 
Prework 

Content & Process 
Next Steps 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What I just did is actually the first step in this process- practice what you preach, right? ;)Outcomes are different than agenda items, you can see “agenda” is step 2. Outcomes start with the end in mind. Why are you gathering this group of people? What do you want them to gain? What’s the purpose? What do you want them to walk away with or completed? If you can’t think of outcomes- you might not need a meeting or training. 



MEETINGS/TRAININGS  PLANNING TOOL 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tool/handout to help you learn this process. I encourage you to think about an upcoming meeting or training and jot down notes about it as we go through this process. 



Example – Monthly Department Mtg 

MEETING OUTCOMES 
By the end of our staff 
meeting, participants 
will have:   

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Built community 
among team 

Celebrated 
department 
highlights 

Gained understanding of 
staff documentation 
process 

Set at least 3 department 
goals for winter season 

OUTCOMES = WHAT 
PARTICIPANTS WALK AWAY 
WITH 



Building Blocks 

Outcomes 
Agenda 
Prework 

Content & Process 
Next Steps 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You have your outcomes, we need a meeting/training. Up next…agenda. 



OUTCOMES:  
What participants will walk away with 

AGENDA:  
Flow  of topics that will make sense for participants 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is typically one agenda item for every outcome. This is typically a more natural part of the process than outcomes, but it’s important that these stay as two separate steps. Outcomes are you goals, the agenda is your flow. 



Example – Monthly Department Mtg 

BUILDING 
YOUR AGENDA 

Staff Documentation 
(20) 

Community Builder 
(10) 

Shout Outs (20) 

Built community 
among team 

Celebrated 
department 
highlights 

Gained understanding 
of documentation 
process 

Set at least 3 department 
goals for winter season Goal Setting (45) 

By the end of our staff 
meeting, participants 
will have:   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Continuing with our example, here are agenda items and predicted time associated with each item. Take a minute and think about your upcoming meeting. Do you notice differences between outcomes and agenda items. Can you see the value?



Building Blocks 

Outcomes 
Agenda 
Prework 

Content & Process 
Next Steps 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Is there anything I can have participants do before the meeting/training to make the time more effective. Pre-reading, come with 3 ideas/goals, send me pros and cons, etc. You have to send this out in a reasonable time frame and the work has to be reasonable and easy for participants to accomplish. 



Example – Monthly Department Mtg 

PREWORK 

Staff Documentation 
(20) 

Community Builder 
(10) 

Shout Outs (20) 

Built community 
among team 

Celebrated 
department 
highlights 

Gained understanding 
of documentation 
process 

Set at least 3 department 
goals for winter season Goal Setting (45) 

1. Review goals from last year and determine whether 
we met them. 

2. Come with two goals in mind for the winter season. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Typically more formalized and established groups are more successful with pre-work. But, it does save time in the meeting and get participants in the right mindset. 



Building Blocks 

Outcomes 
Agenda 
Prework 

Content & Process 
Next Steps 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The HOW, if outcomes and agenda are the WHY and WHAT. For me this is the hardest part, requires creativity. This and the entire process, when I adopted it, made me realize that it take time to lead an effective meeting…especially if it’s long. It takes planning and planning takes time. 



TO CREATE AND SUSTAIN FULL PARTICIPATION 

ALMOST LIMITLESS APPROACHES 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many, many ways to get at agenda items. 



TO CREATE AND SUSTAIN FULL PARTICIPATION 

ALMOST LIMITLESS APPROACHES 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are lots of great resources…these are two of my favorites. 



PROCESS 

What’s HOT! 
Staff members write program highlights on 
index cards for facilitator to share 

Information Session 
Sit and Get. Dialogue about learnings at the 
end. 

Group Discussion: 
Small group discussion about findings. Report 
out. Theme suggestions and vote for top three 

Goal Sharing 
Staff member writes/draws a personal or work 
goal for the winter season. Display in 
supervisor’s office. Feel free to incorporate the 
winter season! 

Staff Documentation 
(20) 

Community Builder 
(10) 

Shout Outs (20) 

Built community 
among team 

Celebrated 
Department 
highlights 

Gained understanding 
of doc. process 

Set at least 3 dept 
goals for winter 
season 

Goal Setting (45) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Back to the example. You can see there is diversity of participation and the process makes sense with the agenda item and outcome. You’ll see that sometimes lecture or sit and get is appropriate, but not always. 



Content Approach To Meeting Agenda 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When thinking about process, there should be a beginning and end of each topic. You may realize that it’s necessary to switch agenda order…if one item is outside and another inside (Anyone an instructor? That flow is important in teaching.).



Process Approach To Agenda Building 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Within a topic there may be stages of the activity.



PROCESS 

What’s HOT! 
Staff members write program highlights on 
index cards for facilitator to share 

Information Session 
Sit and Get. Dialogue about learnings at the 
end. 

Group Discussion: 
Small group discussion about findings. Report 
out. Theme suggestions and vote for top three 

Goal Sharing 
Staff member writes/draws a personal or work 
goal for the winter season. Display in 
supervisor’s office. Feel free to incorporate the 
winter season! 

Staff Documentation 
(20) 

Community Builder 
(10) 

Shout Outs (20) 

Built community 
among team 

Celebrated 
Department 
highlights 

Gained understanding 
of doc. process 

Set at least 3 dept 
goals for winter 
season 

Goal Setting (45) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the example again…what other processes do you know? What can you do for your upcoming meeting?



Building Blocks 

Outcomes 
Agenda 
Prework 

Content & Process 
Next Steps 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a part of the implementation stage, not the planning but don’t forget…set clear next steps including who, what, by when, where or to whom?



Next Steps 

 

•  Let’s make sure these goals get posted. 
• John post these goals. 
• John post these goals on the hallway bulletin 

board. 
• John post these goals on the hallway bulletin 

board by the end of this week. 
 
 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
set clear next steps including who, what, by when, where or to whom? If you have a clear next step for every agenda item participants feel confident that the work will continue/move forward. If an item has no next steps, make sure participants agree with you…one of them may see the need for a next step and you can explain why not or they could be correct.



Outcomes 
By the end of this time, participants will have:  
 
• Learned a systematic approach to planning and 

leading effective meetings and trainings 
• Reviewed a specific meeting plan that utilized this 

approach 
• Started to think about an upcoming meeting or 

training with this approach in mind 
• Shared questions, experiences, and takeaways 

 

   
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These were our outcomes…did we meet them? Questions?



 Your Opinion Matters  
 

Please open the NSPS app and 
complete the session survey 

found in the menu bar.  
 

Thank you for attending this 
session!  
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